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Supreme of the extreme !  

SkiDoo/Lynx ACE 900 turbo 

power upgrade kit    
 

The ACE 900 turbo snowmobile is a very nice sled to drive. 

The power is almost 160 hp stock. This is much, but not enough for many riders. 

At sea level, it is possible to upgrade it over 180 hp with just a re-flash from us, and with an 

adjustment on the waste gate actuator rod, the power reach over 190 hp! 

The stock injectors are then fully open, and it is not recommended to go any higher than that. 

And the efficiency of the small stock turbo is then getting out of range. 

This is big improvement with many satisfied customers, but some want even more. 

 

 

 
MCX 185 kW (250 hp upgrade kit) 

For those who wants more power, we have developed a kit with much more performance. 

We use bigger injectors, new turbo exhaust manifold, new exhaust pipe and muffler and a new and 

much bigger intercooler.  

The turbo is also much bigger. We use the famous Mitsubishi TD04HL16T turbo that for instance is 

used in Bugatti Veyron. This turbo can handle up to about 325 hp with good efficiency. 

This means it can deliver 250 hp even at high altitude.   

(If you use the fully potential of the turbo at sea level, the power drops at altitude like it does on a 

natural aspirated engine.) 

A Sidewinder can for instance deliver up to about 250 hp at sea level with OK efficiency, but at higher 

altitude, the power drops rapidly if you don’t install a bigger turbo. 



 

The muffler used with the kit is rather quiet, but it is more noicy than stock. 

The intercooler has about 3 times bigger cooling area than stock. 

The air intake use the stock air inlets in the hood. 

The engine can be left untouched during the installation. 

This snowmobile has 3 ridning modes, economy, standard and sport. 

If you choose standard mode, the power is 225 hp, and with sport mode, the power is 250 hp. 

Here is a short video from a dyno test with 250 hp.  

https://youtu.be/8anpiPEv3Qs 

We see no sign of detonation with 1,5 bar turbo pressure when using 98 octane pump gas. (=Premium in 

USA) 

The rpm limiter is rised a lot when we re-flash the stock ECU. 

And the very efficient turbo, intercooler and exhaust manifold makes the engine to rev higher. 

Some of the test sleds we have been using during the development work we have keps the stock setup on 

both the primary and secondary clutch.It works surprisingly good. 

The gearing rpm with 250 hp is about 8400 to 8500 rpm with the stock setup. 

 

During the development work, we have never spend so much time in the dyno with any other sled. 

But we are so satisfied with the final result. This sled runs like a rocket! 

https://youtu.be/8anpiPEv3Qs


 

Dyno printout from ACE 900 with 16T turbo. 

The mid range turbo pressure has been rised some since this printout was taken. 

 

 

 



 

 

 


